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In quantum mechanics it is well known that the Heisenberg-Schrödinger uncertainty
relations hold for two non-commutative observables and density operator. Recently
Dou and Du (J. Math. Phys. 54:103508, 2013; Int. J. Theor. Phys. 53:952-958, 2014)
obtained several uncertainty relations for two non-commutative non-hermitian
observables and density operators. In this paper, we show that their results can be
given as corollaries of our non-hermitian extensions of Heisenberg type or
Schrödinger type uncertainty relations for the generalized metric adjusted skew
information or generalized metric adjusted correlation measures which were
obtained in Furuichi and Yanagi (J. Math. Anal. Appl. 388:1147-1156, 2012).
MSC: Primary 15A45; 47A63; secondary 94A17
Keywords: trace inequality; metric adjusted skew information; non-hermitian
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1 Introduction
Let Mn(C) (resp. Mn,sa(C)) be the set of all n × n complex matrices (resp. all n × n self-
adjoint matrices), endowed with the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product 〈A,B〉 = Tr[A∗B]. Let
Mn,+(C) be the set of strictly positive elements of Mn(C) and Mn,+,(C) ⊂ Mn,+(C) be the
set of strictly positive density matrices, that is, Mn,+,(C) = {ρ ∈ Mn(C)|Tr[ρ] = ,ρ > }.
If it is not otherwise speciﬁed, from now on we shall treat the case of faithful states, that
is, ρ > . It is well known that the expectation of an observable A ∈ Mn,sa(C) in a state
ρ ∈Mn,+,(C) is deﬁned by
Eρ(A) := Tr(ρA),







In order to represent the degree of non-commutativity between ρ ∈ Mn,+,(C) and A ∈
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α ∈ [, ]).
The convexity of Iρ,α(A) with respect to ρ was famously shown by Lieb []. The relation-
ship between Wigner-Yanase skew information and the uncertainty relation was given by
Luo and Zhang [] for the ﬁrst time. Afterward, the relationship betweenWigner-Yanase-
Dyson skew information and the uncertainty relationwas given byKosaki [] andYanagi et
al. []. Furthermoremetric adjusted skew information was deﬁned by Hansen [] which is
an extension of Wigner-Yanase-Dyson skew information. The relationship between met-
ric adjusted skew information and the uncertainty relationwas given by Yanagi [] andwas
generalized in Yanagi et al. [] for generalizedmetric adjusted skew information and gen-
eralized metric adjusted correlation measures. In this paper we give some non-hermitian
extensions of Heisenberg type and Schrödinger type uncertainty relations related to gen-
eralized quasi-metric adjusted skew information and generalized quasi-metric adjusted
correlationmeasures. As a result we can obtain some results of non-hermitian uncertainty
relations given by Dou and Du as corollaries of our results.
2 Dou-Du’s non-hermitian uncertainty relations
Deﬁnition  For A,B ∈Mn(C), ρ ∈Mn,+,(C), we deﬁne the following.
() [A,B] =  ([A,B] + [A∗,B∗]), where [A,B] = AB – BA.
() {A,B} =  ({A,B} + {A∗,B∗}), where {A,B} = AB + BA.
() |Varρ |(A) = Tr[ρA∗A], where A = A – Tr[ρA]I .
() |Varρ |(A) =  (|Varρ |(A) + |Varρ |(A∗)).
Theorem  (Dou-Du []) For A,B ∈Mn(C), ρ ∈Mn,+,(C), we have the following.
() |Varρ |(A)|Varρ |(B)≥  |Tr[ρ[A,B]]|.
() |Varρ |(A)|Varρ |(B)≥  |Tr[ρ{A,B}]|.
() |Varρ |(A)|Varρ |(B)≥  |Tr[ρ[A,B]]| +  |Tr[ρ{A,B}]|.






∣∣(A) – |Iρ |(A)
),











3 Quantum Fisher information
A function f : (, +∞)→R is said operatormonotone if, for any n ∈N, andA,B ∈Mn,+(C)
such that  ≤ A ≤ B, the inequalities  ≤ f (A) ≤ f (B) hold. An operator monotone func-
tion is said symmetric if f (x) = xf (x–) and normalized if f () = . The following deﬁnitions
were given by Hansen and Gibilisco, etc.
Deﬁnition  Fop is the class of functions f : (, +∞)→ (, +∞) satisfying
() f () = ,
() tf (t–) = f (t),
() f is operator monotone.
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f ∈Fop|f () = 
}
and notice that trivially Fop =F rop ∪Fnop.
Deﬁnition  For f ∈F rop we deﬁne
f˜ (x) = 
[
(x + ) – (x – ) f ()f (x)
]
, x > .









 , f˜SLD(x) =
x





, f˜WY (x) =
√
x,
fWYD(x) = α( – α)
(x – )













x +  <
√
x < x – 




< x +  (x = ).
In the Kubo-Ando theory of matrix means one associates a mean to each operator
monotone function f ∈Fop by the formula






By using the notion of matrix means onemay deﬁne the class of monotonemetrics (also
called quantum Fisher information) by the following formula:
〈A,B〉ρ,f = Tr
[
A ·mf (Lρ ,Rρ)–(B)
]
,
where Lρ(A) = ρA, Rρ(A) = Aρ .
4 Generalized quasi-metric adjusted skew information and correlation
measure
Deﬁnition  Let g, f ∈F rop satisfy
g(x)≥ k (x – )

f (x)
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for some k > . We deﬁne
fg(x) = g(x) – k
(x – )
f (x) ∈Fop. ()
By Lemma . in [], –k (x–)f (x) is operator concave. Then 
f
g(x) is also operator concave.
Since fg(x) >  for (,∞), fg(x) is operator monotone.


























































The quantity |I(g,f )ρ |(A) and |Corr(g,f )ρ |(A,B) are called generalized quasi-metric adjusted
skew information and generalized quasi-metric adjusted correlation measures, respec-
tively.
Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition  For A,B ∈Mn(C) and ρ ∈Mn,+,(C), we have the following relations:








() |U (g,f )ρ |(A) =
√
|I(g,f )ρ |(A) · |J (g,f )ρ |(A),
() |Corr(g,f )ρ |(A,B) = |Corr(g,f )ρ |(A,B), where A = A – Tr[ρA]I and B = B – Tr[ρB]I .











where A,B ∈Mn(C) and ρ ∈Mn,+,(C).
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Theorem  (Heisenberg type) For f ∈F rop, if
g(x) +fg(x)≥ f (x) ()




∣(A) · ∣∣U (g,f )ρ
∣
∣(B)≥ k∣∣Tr(ρ[A,B])∣∣, ()
where A,B ∈Mn(C) and ρ ∈Mn,+,(C).
We need the following lemma in order to prove Theorem .
Lemma  If () and () is satisﬁed, then
mg(x, y) –mfg (x, y)
 ≥ k(x – y).









mg(x, y) +mfg (x, y)≥ mf (x, y). ()
Then by () and (), we have




mg(x, y) –mfg (x, y)
}{
mg(x, y) +mfg (x, y)
}




= k(x – y). 
Proof of Theorem  Let {|φ〉, |φ〉, . . . , |φn〉} be a basis of eigenvectors of ρ , corresponding





































mf (λi,λj) +mfg (λi,λj)
}|aij|.



































































]∣∣ ≤ I(g,f )ρ (B)J (g,f )ρ (A).
Therefore
∣∣U (g,f )ρ
∣∣(A) · ∣∣U (g,f )ρ
∣∣(B)≥ k∣∣Tr(ρ[A,B])∣∣. 
Example  When
g(x) = x +  , f (x) = α( – α)
(x – )
(xα – )(x–α – ) ( < α < ),
k = f () ,  = ,
we can show positivity:









g(x) +fg(x) – f (x) =







– α( – α)(x – )
}
≥ .



















































In this case we can give some results by Dou-Du as corollaries.
Corollary  (Dou-Du ()) For A,B ∈Mn(C) and ρ ∈Mn,+,(C),






























































Corollary  (Dou-Du (), ()) For A,B ∈Mn(C) and ρ ∈Mn,+,(C),
() |Vρ |(A) · |Vρ |(B)≥ |Uρ |(A) · |Uρ |(B)≥  |Tr[ρ[A,B]]|.
() |Vρ |(A) · |Vρ |(B)≥  |Tr[ρ{A,B}]|.
Proof
() It is clear by Theorem .
() For A,B ∈Mn(C) and f (x) = x+ , we deﬁne an inner product onMn(C) by
〈A,B〉 = Tr[A∗mf (Lρ ,Rρ)B
]
.






































































































Since |Varρ |(A) = |Varρ |(A∗), we have the result. 
5 Remark













































Since the RHS of () =  and the RHS of () =  , we have the RHS of () < the RHS of ().


















Since the RHS of () =  and the RHS of () = , we have the RHS of () > the RHS of ().
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6 Conclusion
The results (), () of Dou-Du are given as corollaries of Theorem . Result () is proved
by Schwarz’s inequality. Also is shown, that () cannot be compared with our result.
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